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Q: What am I doing wrong with my formula to get the x and y axis on a plot? I am trying to get a plot where the y axis starts from 0 and the x axis starts from 0. I have tried a number of things in an attempt to get them on the right axis, I am sure I am missing something stupid but I can't see it. \addplot [style={blue, very thin}] coordinates { (0,0) (0.2,0.2) (1,1) (1.2,1.2) }; \addplot [style={black,thin}]
coordinates { (0,0) (0.2,0.2) (1,1) (1.2,1.2) }; A: The reason for the second error is that x-coordinates have to be specified in (0,0). So to get this error to go away, just switch between blue and black style. In addition, you should specify the plot ranges explicitly. Here are two options: \documentclass[border=5mm]{standalone} \usepackage{pgfplots} \pgfplotsset{ width=7cm, height=7cm, %code
from every axis plot/.append style={ width=0.1\textwidth, height=0.1\textwidth} } \begin{document} \begin{tikzpicture} \begin{axis}[ y axis style=my-axis, x axis style={my-axis}, ymin=0, ymax=4, xmin=
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